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Book Ulonda to Speak!

info@ulondaddrayton.com

www.ulondaddrayton.com

843.970.0150

"Her presence places a demand on your attention! When she's speaking you will
be in absolute awe. Her power of perception influences how you see things!  A

chain of bondage will be broken while listening to her.  
~ Renee Richardson | Beyond the Crossroad  Community 

                                             Empowerment and Passion are the two ingredients that fuel Ulonda D. Drayton.  Whenever she

steps on any platform, her mission is to empower and inspire women to embrace who they are authentically so that they

can live a life of purpose on purpose!  With this passion, she wrote her first book, "Navigate Your Life", she's been

speaking  to audiences for years on various platforms such as the "Starry Night Premiere Gala" hosted by IndieKater,

LLC., "Recipe for the Best You"  conference hosted by US, LLC.,  "Women of Promise" women's ministry group once a

month as the Director and "Project HOPE" Graduation among various women's conferences, seminars and programs

she's hosted for her "Beyond the Crossroad" community of close to 500 ladies.  She's also featured in "Grace Magazine",

"Women of Fruit Magazine" and "Focus on Fabulous Magazine" empowering women through the pages.  She is a force

to be reckoned with when it comes to pouring out and into the lives of women ready and hungry for all their heart

desires! She's the perfect speaker for your upcoming event.   

Navigate Your Life     - This 4 week program  will focus on women from all perspectives. They will learn how to define

their authentic path (purpose) by uncovering their true identity, how to accept and embrace their life’s journey by

shifting their perspective and mindset, how to live their life of purpose on purpose with planning and preparation and

then empowering other women to do the same using the principle of service.

 

Signature Presentations:

Breakthrough to Better     - This 2-Day Seminar  for women that will shed some light on those obstacles in stealth mode.

They will learn how to recognize 7 Stumbling Blocks Preventing them from living a better life, receive a guide on how to

Blast through those 7 Stumbling Blocks holding them back from all their heart desires, how to take those big bold boss

steps to overcome those stumbling blocks and to keep those stumbling blocks in check and under control.

The AfterPath     - A 30-Day Push-Start to a Better You! This is an interactive program that teaches women how to

activate the 4-Ps (Prayer, Patience, Persistence, Perseverance) to begin believing that they can achieve their next, how to

set goals and take a Leap of Faith to achieve them, how to navigate through the challenges that will try to form barriers

and obstruct their path forward and how to Trust the process and overcome any obstacle standing in their way!

"I’ve discovered that women either did not know their purpose or were trying to avoid it because of fear which is the

culprit for all other obstacles in their lives. I help women uncover the power and authority they have by learning to blend

their passion with purpose. No longer will they live an unfulfilled , average life in that dead end job or draining

relationship or feeling like they're not good enough or worthy of better.", says Ulonda.

Email or call for calendar availability and fee schedule.


